INTELLIMETER
CANADA INC.
TORONTO PEARSON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT | YYZ
Mississauga, Ontario
Overview: International Airport with a variety of vendors located onsite
Problem: Requires meter upgrade for tenant billing and facility management using existing network
Solution: i-Meter 636 and M3 series meters
Benefits: Installed water, gas and electrical metering with a solution that provides the flexibility for
evolving or changing tenants without the need to change the current meters. Integrated the new
metering system and RF technology with the existing computer network allowing for communication
from multiple different buildings and the radar tower.
Property Management: Greater Toronto Airport Authority

Industry: Smart Meters
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VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT | YVR
Richmond, British Columbia
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Overview: Intellimeter has provided Vancouver International Airport with a variety of
services/products throughout the airport for 3 generations
Problem: Airport requires tenant billing, facility management, water, gas and electric metering
Solution: Upgraded IMA meter to M3 Series metering solution
Benefits: Provided the flexibility to address evolving and/or changing tenant metering requirements
without the needing additional meters. Integrated the new solution with the existing computer
network to facilitate communication between buildings and remote facilities throughout the airport.
The airport is able to meter the hotel located onsite as well.
Property Management: Vancouver Airports Authority

LOBBY DASHBOARDS

HARTSFIELD-JACKSON ATLANTA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT | ATL
Atlanta, Georgia
Overview: Concourse C - Concessions at ATL
Problem: Requires meter upgrade for tenant billing and facility management. Use existing network
and include embedded metering.
Solution: i-meter®636 with MODBUS
Benefits: Integrated the new metering system with Modbus communications to tie into existing
computer network allowing for communication from multiple metering points and ability to monitor
usage for multiple vendors in Concourse C.
Partner: Siemens USA
Property Management: Greater Atlanta Airport Authority
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